Selective loss of dopaminergic neurons and formation of Lewy body-like aggregations in alpha-synuclein transgenic fly neuronal cultures.
A key pathological feature of Parkinson's disease (PD) is the selective loss of dopaminergic neurons accompanied by the formation of Lewy bodies (LB). Given the complex nature of the disease, it is imperative to develop a model system suitable for molecular and cellular manipulation in order to study the mechanisms underlying the pathogenesis of PD. Here, we report that a new in vitro model of PD has been developed by using Drosophila melanogaster primary neuronal cultures expressing a human mutant alpha-synuclein (alpha-Syn; A30P). The selective loss of dopaminergic (DA) neurons was observed when alpha-Syn was pan-neuronally expressed while non-dopaminergic neurons (e.g. GABAergic) were not influenced. This degeneration was also observed even when alpha-Syn was specifically expressed in DA neurons, demonstrating alpha-Syn toxicity is DA cell-autonomous. In all experiments, cultures 5 days or older showed clear degeneration of DA neurons whereas this degeneration was not significant in 3-day-old cultures. In addition, there were intracellular aggregations in 5-day or older alpha-Syn neurons that were recognized by anti-alpha-Syn or ubiquitin antibodies, demonstrating the formation of LB-like inclusions. By contrast, no such aggregations were found in 3-day-old neurons. The results demonstrate that mutated human alpha-Syn expressed in Drosophila primary neuronal cultures causes the selective loss of DA neurons and the formation of cellular aggregations. Therefore, this is one of the first in vitro models recapitulating two important cellular features of PD and will be useful in examining mechanisms underlying selective neurodegeneration mediated by alpha-Syn.